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Abstract
We study the control of distributed systems with incomplete data extending the work in
[Nakoulima, et al., C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris Sér. I 330 (2000) 801–806] to the nonlinear case.
In a first part, we discuss the regularity of the state solution to the problem in the general case, and
we give an application.
The second part deals with the optimal control problem. We prove the convergence of the low-
regret control introduced in [Nakoulima, et al., C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris Sér. I 330 (2000) 801–806] to
the no-regret control for which we obtain a singular optimality system. We also continue studying
the application of the first part.
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Introduction
Optimal control problems governed by nonlinear partial differential equations are a field
of active research. Most of the work is done to derive necessary or sufficient optimality
conditions of first or second order. But the question of existence and characterization of
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optimal controls has not been considered in detail, since the regularity of the state solution
is not straight forward. The assumptions on the control problem are mostly chosen in
such a way that a more or less known standard method can be applied to derive the
existence of solutions. We apply here the no-regret method used by the authors in [11],
to nonlinear distributed systems with incomplete data in general. The no-regret control is a
method applied to control the systems where there are controls and unknown perturbations
(uncertainties): we search for the controls, if they exist, which make things better than
when there is no control on the system, for any given perturbation parameter.
The no-regret concept is introduced by Savage [13]. Lions [8] used this concept in
optimal control, motivated by a number of applications in economics, and ecology as well.
The Pareto concept (see [2], for example) which is equivalent to this one, is also
used by Lions in [7]. As far as we know, he was the first to use these two concepts to
control distributed systems with incomplete data in different areas in applied mathematics
(see [7–10,4]): In [8], for example, he extends the work of Allwright [1] to the infinite
dimension case. In [4] with Gabay [3], a decision criteria is added to the uncertainties
closed subspace, and they improve the results obtained so far by extending the notion of
low-regret to many agents in economics.
In [11] (see also [12]), Nakoulima et al. give a precise optimality system (which is a
singular optimality system). In [12], they characterize the no-regret (Pareto) control for
problems of incomplete data, in both the stationary and evolution cases. A number of
applications is given too.
In the literature mentioned above, the linear case is considered only. In this article, we
generalize the study to the control of nonlinear systems with incomplete data. We use the
adapted low-regret control (details in part II) because the low-regret control is not unique
in general. Following the lines of the work in [11], the no-regret control is shown to be the
limit of the low-regret control when the perturbation parameter tends to zero.
The paper is organised in two parts as follows: The Part I contains the regularity results
on the nonlinear state equation (Section 1), and we also give an application in Section 2.
The Part II deals with the optimal control. We define the no-regret control for the nonlinear
case and we give the general theory for the control problem in Section 3. We then pass to
the limit in the adapted low-regret control problem, and characterize the no-regret control
by giving a singular optimality system. In Section 4 we continue analysing the application
of the first part by the development of the optimal control problem.
Part I. Regularity results
1. Preliminaries and general theory
Let V be a real Hilbert space of dual V ′, A ∈ L(V;V ′) an elliptic differential operator
modelling a distributed system, U the Hilbert space of controls and B ∈ L(U;V ′). Let
F be the Hilbert space of uncertainties, and G be a closed vector subspace of F , and
β ∈L(F ;V ′).
For s ∈ V ′ a source term (independent of v and g), the state equation related to the
control v ∈ U and to the uncertainty g ∈G is given by:
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Ay +Φ(y)= s +Bv + βg, (1.1)
where Φ :H → H is a nonlinear C1 function, with Φ(0) = 0, and where H is a Hilbert
space such that H is identificated to its dual H ′ and the embedding V ↪→ H is compact
and continuous.
Denote by y → DyΦ the local Lipschitz function representing the Fréchet derivative
of Φ w.r.t. to y , and by 〈·, ·〉 the duality function and do the following assumptions:
(A1) 〈Ay,y〉 α‖y‖2V ∀y ∈ V (coercivity),
(A2) 〈DyΦ.z, z〉V ′,V  0 ∀y ∈ V, ∀z ∈ V (monotonicity).
We now prove the results on the continuity and differentiability of the state solution. We
should be careful since functional spaces are used.
1.1. Continuity
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that the assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold. Then the state solution
to (1.1): U ×G→ V , (v, g) → y(v, g) is continuous.
Corollary 1.2. Let ψ ∈ V , and y = y(v, g) be a solution to (1.1). Then for every z ∈ V the
derivative F ′ of the real function F such that
F :R → R,
t → 〈Φ(y(v, g)+ tz),ψ 〉V ′,V
is given by:
F ′(t)= 〈(Dy(v,g)+tzΦ)z,ψ 〉V ′,V .
Proof. It is clear that F ∈ C1(R) as Φ and t → tz are respectively C1(H ;H), C1(R;H).
Its derivative F ′ is given by:
F ′(t) = lim
s→t
F (s)−F(t)
s − t
= lim
s→t
〈Φ(y(v, g)+ sz)−Φ(y(v, g)+ tz),ψ〉V ′,V
s − t .
We have:
Φ
(
y(v, g)+ sz)−Φ(y(v, g)+ tz) = Φ(y(v, g)+ tz+ (s − t)z)−Φ(y(v, g)+ tz)
= (s − t)(Dy(v,g)+tzΦ)z+ |s − t|ε
(
(s − t)z).
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When ε→ 0 we obtain:
F ′(t)= 〈(Dy(v,g)+tzΦ)z,ψ 〉V ′,V .
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let y ∈ V a solution to (1.1), and denote by
y¯ = y(v, g,w,h) the state function:
y¯ = y(v+w,g + h)− y(v, g). (1.2)
Noting that
〈
Φ
(
y(v +w,g + h)),ψ 〉V ′,V − 〈Φ(y(v, g)),ψ 〉V ′,V = F(1)− F(0)
thanks to the mean value theorem, there exists θ ∈ ]0,1[ such that for every ψ ∈ V , we
have:
〈
Φ
(
y(v +w,g + h))−Φ(y(v, g)),ψ 〉V ′,V = 〈(Dy(v,g)+θy¯Φ)y¯,ψ 〉 ∀ψ ∈ V . (1.3)
Consequently, we can write:
Φ
(
y(v +w,g + h))−Φ(y(v, g))= (Dy(v,g)+θy¯Φ)y¯. (1.4)
Now, as y¯ verifies:
Az+Φ(y(v +w,g + h))−Φ(y(v, g))= Bw+ βh,
thanks to (1.4). It turns that y¯ is a solution to the problem:
Ay¯ + (Dy(v,g)+θy¯Φ)y¯ = Bw+ βh. (1.5)
After putting ψ = y¯ in (1.3) and multiplying (1.5) by y¯, it results, thanks to (A1) that
α‖y¯‖2V  〈Ay¯, y¯〉−
〈
(Dy(v,g)+θy¯Φ).y¯, y¯
〉+ (‖B‖‖w‖ + ‖β‖‖h‖)‖y¯‖V .
Using (A2) and letting c= max(‖B‖,‖β‖), we obtain:
‖y¯‖V  c
α
(‖w‖ + ‖h‖). (1.6)
It follows that ‖y¯‖V → 0 when (‖w‖,‖h‖)→ (0,0). ✷
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1.1.1. Differentiability
Proposition 1.3. Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2) we have:
y(v +w,g + h)− y(v, g)= L(v,g)(w,h)+
∥∥(w,h)∥∥U×F ε(w,h), (1.7)
where L(v,g)(·, ·) :U ×G→ V is a linear and continuous application, defined by:
L(v,g)(w,h)= ∂y
∂v
(v, g)(w)+ ∂y
∂g
(v, g)(h).
Moreover, denoting by Ay(v,g) =A+Dy(v,g) for v ∈ U and g ∈G, the partial derivatives
∂y
∂v
(v, g)(w) and
∂y
∂g
(v, g)(h)
are respectively defined by:
Ay(v,g)
(
∂y
∂v
(v, g)(w)
)
= Bw,
and
Ay(v,g)
(
∂y
∂g
(v, g)(h)
)
= βh.
Proof. Let z be defined as in (1.2). From (1.4) we have:
Φ
(
y(v +w,g + h))−Φ(y(v, g)) = Φ(y(v, g)+ z)−Φ(y(v, g))
= (Dy(v,g)Φ)z(w,h)+ ‖z‖Vε(z).
Consequently, by subtraction the state z writes:
Ay(v,g)z=−‖z‖Vε(z)+Bw+ βh.
And multiplying by 1/‖(w,h)‖U×F , we deduce that
Ay(v,g) z‖(w,h)‖U×F =−
‖z‖V
‖(w,h)‖U×F ε(z)+
Bw+ βh
‖(w,h)‖U×F . (1.8)
Let L(v,g)(w,h) be such that
Ay(v,g)L(v,g)(w,h)= Bw+ βh. (1.9)
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It is clear that L(v,g)(w,h) is linear with respect to w and h. Now, we multiply (1.9) by
1/‖(w,h)‖U×F and we substract with (1.8). We obtain:
Ay(v,g)
(
z−L(v,g)(w,h)
‖(w,h)‖U×F
)
=− ‖z‖V‖(w,h)‖U×F ε(z). (1.10)
So, interpreting
− ‖z‖V‖(w,h)‖U×F ε(z)
as a data, we can associate the unique solution θ(w,h) ∈ V to the problem:
Ay(v,g)θ =− ‖z‖V‖(w,h)‖U×F ε(z).
Hence, θ(w,h) tends to zero in V as ‖(w,h)‖U×F → 0, since from (1.6),
z
‖(w,h)‖U×F
is bounded.
Now, as θ is unique, we have:
θ(w,h)= z−L(v,g)(w,h)‖(w,h)‖U×F
and we conclude that
y(v +w,g + h)= y(v, g)+L(v,g)(w,h)+
∥∥(w,h)∥∥U×F θ(w,h).
Consequently, L(v,g)(w,h) being the unique solution of a well-posed linear problem,
we can define the derivative of y with respect to v (respectively g) in the direction w
(respectively h) in setting
∂y
∂v
(v, g)(w)= L(v,g)(w,0) and ∂y
∂g
(v, g)(h)= L(v,g)(0, h). ✷
2. Application
In this section, we discuss the regularity of the solutions to the problem with incomplete
data:
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

inf
v∈U
(∥∥y(v, g)− zd∥∥2L2(Ω) + ‖v‖2U ) ∀g ∈G,
subject to
Ay(v,g)+ f (y(v, g))= v in Ω,
∂y
∂ν
(v, g)= g on ∂Ω,
(2.1)
and where A is given by:
A=− ∂
∂xi
(
aij (x)
∂
∂xj
)
+ a0. (2.2)
The coefficients aij (·) (i, j = 1, . . . , n) are measurable functions satisfying to the
coercivity and symmetry properties:
(1) ∑ni,j=1 aij ξiξj  α|ξ |2, ∀ξ = (ξi)i=1,...,n ∈Rn with α  0;
(2) aij = aji, i, j = 1, . . . , n;
(3) a0 is a measurable positive function.
We denote by Y the Hilbert space Y := {y ∈ V; Ay ∈ L2(Ω)}, where V is a real Hilbert
space such that V =H 1(Ω), V ′ is the corresponding topological dual; Y is equipped with
the Hilbert norm:
‖y‖2Y = ‖y‖2V + ‖Ay‖2L2(Ω). (2.3)
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that f ∈ C1(R) and the application y → f (y) is L2(Ω). Then
U ×G→ Y , (v, g) → y(v, g) is continuous w.r.t. (v, g).
Proof. Step 1. Let h ∈ G⊂ L2(∂Ω) and w ∈ L2(Ω), we denote by y(v +w,g + h) the
associated state to the data {v+w,g+h}, and as in the previous section, y¯ defined by (1.2).
Then we have:


Ay¯ + f (y(v +w,g + h))− f (y(v, g))=w in Ω,
∂y¯
∂ν
= h on ∂Ω. (2.4)
Now, since f ∈ C1(R), we apply the mean value theorem to
[
y(v, g)(x), y(v+w,g + h)(x)]
(x being fixed in Rn). There exists θ ∈ ]0,1[ such that
f
(
y(v+w,g + h))− f (y(v, g))= y¯f ′(y(v, g)+ θy¯).
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Then (2.4) becomes 

Ay¯ + y¯f ′(y(v, g)+ θy¯)=w in Ω,
∂y¯
∂ν
= h on ∂Ω. (2.5)
Multiplying (2.5) by y¯, we get:
〈Ay¯, y¯〉 +
∫
Ω
{y¯}2f ′(y(v, g)+ θy¯)dx = ∫
Ω
wy¯ dx.
Thus, by the Green formula, we have:
n∑
i,j=1
∫
Ω
aij
∂y¯
∂xi
∂y¯
∂xj
dx +
∫
Ω
a0{y¯}2 dx +
∫
Ω
{y¯}2f ′(y(v, g)+ θy¯)dx
=
∫
Ω
wy¯ dx +
∫
∂Ω
y¯
∂φ
∂ν
dσ.
From the coercivity property (A1) and the positivity of f ′, it results:
α′‖y¯‖2V  ‖h‖L2(∂Ω)‖y¯‖L2(∂Ω) + ‖w‖L2(Ω)‖y¯‖L2(Ω)

(‖h‖L2(∂Ω)‖ + ‖w‖L2(Ω))‖y¯‖V ,
and so,
‖y¯‖V  ‖h‖L2(∂Ω) + ‖w‖2. (2.6)
Step 2. The second part of the proof is devoted to show that ‖Ay¯‖2 tends to 0 when
(‖h‖L2(∂Ω),‖w‖2)→ (0,0).
In fact, let be φ in L2(Ω), multiply (2.5) by φ, we obtain, for all φ ∈L2(Ω),∫
Ω
Ay¯φ dx +
∫
Ω
y¯f ′(y + θy¯)φ dx =
∫
Ω
wφ dx
and ∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω
Ay¯φ dx
∣∣∣∣ ‖φ‖2{∥∥y¯f ′(y + θy¯)∥∥2 + ‖w‖2},
we divide by ‖φ‖2 = 0, then
| ∫Ω Ay¯φ dx|
‖φ‖2 
∥∥y¯f ′(y + θy¯)∥∥2 + ‖w‖2.
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Consequently,
‖Ay¯‖ ∥∥y¯f ′(y + θy¯)∥∥2 + ‖w‖2. (2.7)
The first term in the right-hand side of (2.7) tends to 0, then thanks to (2.6) we conclude
(in view of (2.3)) that ‖y¯‖Y tends to 0 when (‖h‖L2(∂Ω),‖w‖2)→ (0,0). ✷
Lemma 2.2. We have the following limit:
∥∥y¯f ′(y + θy¯)∥∥2 → 0 as (‖h‖L2(∂Ω),‖w‖2)→ (0,0).
Proof. Indeed, using (2.6) (after extracting a subsequence denoted again y¯), we have in
order:
(1) y¯ tends to 0 a.e. in Ω as (‖h‖L2(∂Ω),‖w‖2),
(2) ∃k ∈ L2(Ω) a positive function such that ∀h ∈L2(∂Ω),
∣∣y¯(x)∣∣ k(x) a.e. in Ω.
Consequently, we deduce successively:
(1) y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x) tends to y(v, g) a.e. in Ω ,
(2) there exists a positive function in L2(Ω) denoted kˆ such that a.e. x ∈Ω , ∀h ∈L2(∂Ω),
∥∥y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x)∥∥ kˆ(x),
(3) f ′(y(v, g)(x) + θy¯(x)) tends to f ′(y(v, g))(x) since f ′ is continuous. Then,
y¯(x)f ′(y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x)) tends to 0 a.e. in Ω ,
(4) we have:
∣∣f (y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x))∣∣ sup
z(x)∈[−kˆ(x),+kˆ(x)]
∣∣f (z(x))∣∣= ∣∣f (zˆ(x))∣∣,
where zˆ is in [−kˆ(x),+kˆ(x)] a.e. in Ω .
This result is obvious because we have on one side
∣∣y¯(x)f ′(y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x))∣∣ ∣∣f (y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x))∣∣+ ∣∣f (y(v, g)(x))∣∣,
and on another side, y(v, g)(x) + θy¯(x) is in the compact [−kˆ(x),+kˆ(x)] and f is
continuous, so
∣∣f (y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x))∣∣ sup
z(x)∈[−kˆ(x),+kˆ(x)]
∣∣f (z(x))∣∣= ∣∣f (zˆ(x))∣∣,
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where zˆ is in [−kˆ(x),+kˆ(x)] a.e. in Ω . Consequently, zˆ ∈ L2(Ω), and for all x a.e.
in Ω : ∣∣y¯(x)f ′(y(v, g)(x)+ θy¯(x))∣∣ ∣∣f (zˆ(x))∣∣+ ∣∣f (y(v, g))∣∣.
It is clear that the function |f (zˆ)| + |f (y(v, g)| is in L2(Ω).
Now, applying the mean convergence Lebesgue’s theorem we conclude that∥∥y¯f ′(y(v, g)+ θy¯)∥∥→ 0 as (‖h‖L2(∂Ω),‖w‖2)→ (0,0). ✷
Lemma 2.3. The solution s(0, h) to the problem:

As + sf ′(y(v, g))= 0 in Ω,
∂s
∂ν
= h on ∂Ω, (2.8)
is such that
lim‖h‖
L2 (∂Ω)→0
∥∥s(0, h)∥∥Y = 0.
Proof. We multiply (2.8) by s(0, h) and we integrate over Ω. From the GREEN’s formula,
we obtain:
n∑
i,j=1
∫
Ω
aij
∂s(0, h)
∂xi
∂s(0, h)
∂xj
dx +
∫
Ω
a0
{
s(0, h)
}2 dx + ∫
Ω
{
s(0, h)
}2
f ′
(
y(v, g)+ θy¯)dx
=
∫
∂Ω
s(0, h)
∂s(0, h)
∂ν
dσ =
∫
∂Ω
hs(0, h)dσ.
We achieve the proof using similar and adapted arguments as in the above section
concluding that ‖s(0, h)‖Y tends to zero as ‖h‖L2(∂Ω) → 0. Moreover, it is clear that
L2(∂Ω)→ Y , h → s(0, h) is a linear and continuous function. ✷
Now, we present another regularity result. In fact, we have:
Theorem 2.4. Assume that f ∈ C1(R). Then
y(v, g + h)− y(v, g)= s(0, h)+ ‖h‖L2(∂Ω)ε(h).
Proof. We set zh = y(v, g+ h)− y(v, g), where zh is the solution to the problem:

Azh + sf ′
(
y(v, g)+ θzh
)= 0 in Ω,
∂zh
∂ν
= h on ∂Ω. (2.9)
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Denote by Ψ (h) and v(h) the terms:
Ψ (h)= zh − s(0, h)‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
and
v(h)= s(0, h)‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
[
f ′
(
y(v, g)+ θzh
)− f ′(y(v, g))].
We have:
AΨ(h)+Ψ (h)f ′(y(v, g)+ θzh)= v(h) in Ω,
∂Ψ (h)
∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω,
(2.10)
after substraction of (2.8) from (2.9). It is easy to notice that ‖Ψ (h)‖Y → 0 when
‖h‖L2(∂Ω) → 0. In fact, conforming to the previous section, it is sufficient to show that
‖v(h)‖2 → 0 when ‖h‖L2(∂Ω) → 0.
To establish this result, we notice that
s(0, h)
‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
= s
(
0,
h
‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
)
,
and that ∥∥∥∥s
(
0,
h
‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
)∥∥∥∥Y
is bounded independently of h because the linear application T :h → s(0, h) is continuous
from G to Y . Now, from (2.3), the supremum:
sup
h∈N
∥∥s(h)∥∥V with N = {h ∈ L2(∂Ω); ‖h‖L2(∂Ω) = 1}
exists independently of h. Moreover, since V ↪→ L2(Ω) is continuous and compact, we
can extract a subsequence denoted again
s
(
0,
h
‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
)
,
which converges strongly in L2(Ω).
Then, we conclude as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 which insures that ‖v(h)‖2 tends to 0
when ‖h‖L2(∂Ω) → 0.
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Now, using the continuity result, we have ‖Ψ (h)‖Y → 0, ‖h‖L2(∂Ω) → 0. This means
that:
lim‖h‖
L2(∂Ω)→0
y(v, g + h)− y(v, g)− s(0, h)
‖h‖L2(∂Ω)
= 0.
From another side, we have
y(v, g + h)= y(v, g)+ s(0, h)+ ‖h‖L2(∂Ω)ε(h). ✷
Now, let us give the:
Definition 2.5. We call partial derivative of y with respect to g at the point (v, g) in the
direction h, the solution s(0, h) of the problem (2.8) defined by:
∂y
∂g
(v, g) :F → Y,
h → s(0, h).
And we define by the partial derivative of y with respect to v at the point (v, g) in the
direction w, the application denoted ∂y/∂v (v, g), and given by:
∂y
∂v
(v, g) :L2(Ω) → Y,
w → s(w,0),
where s(w,0) is such that:

As(w,0)+ s(w,0)f ′(y(v, g))=w in Ω,
∂s(w,0)
∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω.
Lemma 2.6. Let w be a direction in U . The application ∂y/∂g is continuous at the point
(v,0) in the direction w.
Proof. Note that
∂y
∂g
(v+ tw,0) and ∂y
∂g
(v,0)
are such that

A
∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)(g)+ ∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)(g)f ′(y(v, g))= 0 in Ω,
∂
∂ν
(
∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)(g)
)
= g on ∂Ω,
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and


A
∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g)+ ∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g)f ′
(
y(v, g)
)= 0 in Ω,
∂
∂ν
(
∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g)
)
= g on ∂Ω.
And also that
∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)f ′(y(v + tw,g))− ∂y
∂g
(v,0)f ′
(
y(v, g)
)
=
[
∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)− ∂y
∂g
(v,0)
]
f ′
(
y(v+ tw,g))
+ [f ′(y(v + tw,g))− f ′(y(v, g))]∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g),
so that we have for
Zg(t)= ∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)− ∂y
∂g
(v,0),


AZg(t)+Zg(t)f ′
(
y(v + tw,g))=−∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g)
[
f ′
(
y(v+ tw,g))− f ′(y(v, g))],
∂Zg(t)
∂ν
= 0.
We also notice from above that
∥∥∥∥∂y∂g (v,0)(g)[f ′(y(v + tw,g))− f ′(y(v, g))]
∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω)
→ 0 when t → 0.
We conclude following the lines of the proof of the continuity of v → y(v, g). We get at
the end,
∥∥Zg(t)∥∥Y −→t↓0 0.
This gives:
∂y
∂g
(v + tw,0)−→
t↓0
∂y
∂g
(v,0). ✷
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Part II. The optimal control
Let G be a non-empty closed subspace of the Hilbert space of uncertainties F , and
β ∈L(F,V ′).
For f ∈ V ′, the state equation related to the control v ∈ U and to the uncertainty g ∈G
is given (1.1). Supposing that A is an isomorphism from V to V ′, Eq. (1.1) is well-posed
in V . Denote by y = y(v, g) the unique solution to (1.1). For every g ∈G we have then a
possible state for which we rely a cost function given by:
J (v, g)= ‖Cy − zd‖2H +N‖v‖2U , (2.11)
where C ∈L(V;H),H is a Hilbert space, zd ∈H fixed, N > 0, and ‖ · ‖X being the norm
on the real Hilbert space X. We are concerned by the optimal control of the problem (1.1),
(2.11).
Definition 2.7. The no-regret control related to a control u0 is the unique u ∈ U solution to
the problem:
inf
v∈U
sup
g∈G
(
J (v, g)− J (u0, g)
)
.
We note that for u0 = 0, we find the definition of the no-regret control of Lions [8].
3. No-regret optimal control and the associated optimality system
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case u0 = 0. We are then interested in the
no-regret control.
For this nonlinear case, we consider the cost function defined as below:
Using the regularity of y(·, ·) (Part I), we substitute in (2.11) y(v, g) by:
y(v,0)+ ∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g).
This defines a new cost-function noted J1:
J1(v, g)= J (v,0)+ 2
〈
∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g), C∗
(
Cy(v,0)− zd
)〉
H,H
.
Hence, we are interested by solving the following problem:
inf
v∈U
sup
g∈G
(
J1(v, g)− J1(0, g)
)
. (3.1)
The solution of (3.1)—if it exists—is called no-regret control for nonlinear problems.
Now we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.1. For any (v, g) ∈ U ×G, the following equality holds:
J1(v, g)− J1(0, g)= J (v,0)− J (0, g)+ 2
〈
β∗
(
ξ(v)− ξ(0)), g〉, (3.2)
where ξ is defined by:
A∗(ξ(v))= C∗(Cy(v,0)− zd), (3.3)
A∗ being the adjoint of A.
Proof. With simple calculations, we obtain:
J1(v, g)− J1(0, g) = J (v,0)− J (0, g)+ 2
[〈
∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g),C∗
(
Cy(v,0)− zd
)〉
−
〈
∂y
∂g
(0,0)(g),C∗
(
Cy(0,0)− zd
)〉]
.
For every v in U, denote by ξ(v) the solution of the dual problem (3.3).
Consequently, using Proposition 1.3, we can write:〈
∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g),C∗
(
Cy(v,0)− zd
)〉− 〈∂y
∂g
(0,0)(g),C∗
(
Cy(0,0)− zd
)〉
=
〈
A∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g), ξ(v)
〉
−
〈
A∂y
∂g
(0,0)(g), ξ(0)
〉
= 〈βg, ξ(v)〉− 〈βg, ξ(0)〉= 〈g,β∗(ξ(v)− ξ(0))〉. ✷
Remark 1. The idea consisting in replacing y(v, g) by
y(v,0)+ ∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g)
joins the one of Lions [5], which is to substitute the cost function by
J (v,0)+ ∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g).
Indeed, some calculations show that
∂J
∂g
(v,0)(g)= 2
〈
∂y
∂g
(v,0)(g),C∗
(
Cy(v,0)− zd
)〉
,
and hence, we also obtain:
J1(v, g)− J1(0, g)= J (v,0)− J (0,0)+
[
∂J
∂g
(v,0)− ∂J
∂g
(0,0)
]
(g). (3.4)
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We now define the application S acting on U by:
S(v)= 2β∗(ξ(v)− ξ(0)). (3.5)
From Proposition 1.3, it is clear that S(v) is linear and continuous on G. Henceforth, (3.1)
turns to:
inf
v∈U
sup
g∈G
(
J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 〈S(v), g〉
G′,G
)
. (3.6)
To continue, we follow the lines of [11,12].
In (3.6), the term supg∈G〈S(v), g〉G′ ,G is equal 0, or not upper bounded. Then as for the
linear case, we have to consider the set:
M= {v ∈ U; 〈2β∗(ξ(v)− ξ(0)), g〉
G′,G = 0, ∀g ∈G
}
.
In this context, (3.6) admits at least a solution in M. In fact, we have the following result:
Theorem 3.2. Assume y → DyΦ is local Lipschitz, and A and Φ satisfy the assump-
tions (A1) and (A2). The problem defined by (3.6) admits at least a solution in M.
Proof. The set M is strongly closed in U . Indeed, the application
v → 〈2β∗(ξ(v)− ξ(0)), g〉
G′,G
is continuous from U to R. To prove this, consider a sequence {vn} included in M, and
converging strongly to an element v ∈ U . Thanks to (3.3), we can write:
A∗
(
ξ(vn)− ξ(v)
)+ {Dy(vn,g)Φ}∗ξ(vn)− {Dy(v,g)Φ}∗ξ(v)= C∗C(y(vn,0)− y(v,0)).
Hence, Proposition 1.1 allows us to deduce that {y(vn,0)}n tends to y(v,0) in V . Now,
multiplying the above equality by ξ(vn) − ξ(v) and using the local Lipschitz properties,
(A1) and (A2), there is a positive constant c such that∥∥ξ(vn)− ξ(v)∥∥V  c(Lv∥∥ξ(v)∥∥V + ‖C∗C‖)∥∥y(vn,0)− y(v,0)∥∥V , (3.7)
where Lv is a local-Lipschitz constant depending on v only.
Consequently, (3.7) insures that ξ is continuous on V . Finally, v ∈M. This proves that
v → 〈2β∗(ξ(v)− ξ(0)), g〉
G′,G
is continuous on U .
Moreover, it is obvious to remark that on U, v → J (v,0)− J (0,0) is continuous, 0-
coercive (by definition of J (v,0)), and bounded below by −J (0,0).
Then, using a minimizing sequence, it is clear that there exists v˜ ∈M satisfying (3.6).
From Definition 2.7, we deduce that v˜ is a no-regret control. ✷
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3.1. The low-regret control
Let v˜ be a no-regret optimal control. We derive now the optimal control system for v˜.
As in the linear case, the difficulty is to characterize the set M.
We proceed as for the linear case (see [11,12]) by relaxing the function
J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 〈S(v), g〉
G′,G.
Let be γ > 0 a fixed number, then the relaxed problem has the following formulation:
inf
v∈U
sup
g∈G
(
J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 〈S(v), g〉
G′,G − γ ‖g‖2G
)
. (3.8)
So, by the Fenchel–Moreau formula, and identifying G to its dual G′, we obtain:
inf
v∈U
(
J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
4γ
∥∥S(v)∥∥2
G
)
. (3.9)
Hence we obtain a standard control problem.
As for the linear case, (3.9) also admits a solution noted uγ . That is the low-regret
control.
Remark 2. At the opposite of the linear case, the application
v → J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
4γ
∥∥S(v)∥∥2
G
is not convex and then we do not have necessarily the uniqueness for uγ . Moreover, we are
not sure that uγ converges in the set M. However, we can adapt
v → J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
4γ
∥∥S(v)∥∥2
G
to a given no-regret optimal control like in the work of Lions [6] for the penalisation
method.
3.2. The adapted low-regret control
Let u˜ be a no-regret optimal control, and define the function:
v → J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
2
‖v − u˜‖2U +
1
4γ
∥∥S(v)∥∥2
G
.
We consider the following problem:
inf
v∈U
J γa (v), (3.10)
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where
J γa (v)= J (v,0)− J (0,0)+ 12‖v − u˜‖
2
U +
1
4γ
∥∥S(v)∥∥2
G
. (3.11)
Then, we have the:
Proposition 3.3. The problem (3.10), (3.11) has at least a solution uγ in U .
Proof. Using the same arguments as for the proof of Theorem 3.2, the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.3 follows. ✷
Definition 3.4. We define by the adapted low-regret control, the optimal control uγ , solu-
tion to (3.10), (3.11).
Theorem 3.5. The adapted low-regret control uγ is characterized by the unique solution
{y(uγ ,0), ζγ , ργ ,pγ } of the optimality system:
(S.O.S)γ


Ay(uγ ,0)+Φ
(
y(uγ ,0)
)= s +Buγ , (1γ )
A∗ζγ = Cy(uγ ,0)− zd , (2γ )
Aργ = 1
γ
ββ∗(ζγ − ζ0), (3γ )
A∗pγ = C∗
(
Cy(uγ ,0)− zd
)+C∗Cργ , (4γ )
B∗pγ +Nuγ = u˜− uγ . (5γ )
Proof. The solution uγ satisfies the Euler conditions. That is, in each direction w ∈ U :
lim
t→0
J γa (uγ + tw)−J γ (uγ )
t
 0.
Simple calculations give:
J γa (uγ + tw)−J γa (uγ )
t
= t
[∥∥∥∥Cy(uγ + tw,0)−Cy(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥2H + (N + 1)‖w‖2
+ 1
4γ
∥∥∥∥S(uγ + tw)− S(uγ )t
∥∥∥∥2
]
+ 2
〈
y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)
t
,C∗
(
Cy(uγ ,0)− zd
)〉+ 2〈Nuγ + uγ − u˜,w〉
+ 1
2γ
〈
S(uγ + tw)− S(uγ )
t
, S(uγ )
〉
.
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The first term in the right-hand side tends to zero with t , since there exist K1,γ and K2,γ
independent of t such that∥∥∥∥Cy(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥H K1,γ , (3.12)∥∥∥∥S(uγ + tw)− S(uγ )t
∥∥∥∥H K2,γ . (3.13)
In fact, (1.7) allows us to write:
y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)= t ∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w)+ |t|
∥∥(w,0)∥∥U×F ε(tw,0).
Then, consequently, we get:∥∥∥∥Cy(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥H  ‖C‖L(V ,H)
∥∥∥∥y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥V
 ‖C‖L(V ,H)
∥∥∥∥∂y∂v (uγ ,0)(w)
∥∥∥∥V .
Now, from (2γ ) we have:
A∗
ζ(uγ + tw)− ζ(uγ )
t
+ (Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ)ζ(uγ + tw)− (Dy(uγ ,0)Φ)ζ(uγ )
t
= C∗Cy(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)
t
and more precisely,
(Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ)ζ(uγ + tw)− (Dy(uγ ,0)Φ)ζ(uγ )
t
= (Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ)
(
ζ(uγ + tw)− ζ(uγ )
t
)
+
[(
Dy(uγ+tw,0) −Dy(uγ ,0)
t
)
Φ
]
ζ(uγ ).
It results that
A∗
ζ(uγ + tw)− ζ(uγ )
t
+ (Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ)
(
ζ(uγ + tw)− ζ(uγ )
t
)
=−
[(
Dy(uγ+tw,0) −Dy(uγ ,0)
t
)
Φ
](
ζ(uγ )
)+C∗C y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)
t
.
Multiplying by
ζγ,t = ζ(uγ + tw)− ζ(uγ )
t
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and integrating by parts over Ω we obtain:
〈Aζγ,t , ζγ,t〉 +
〈
(Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ)ζγ,t , ζγ,t
〉
=
〈
−
[(
Dy(uγ+tw,0) −Dy(uγ ,0)
t
)
Φ
](
ζ(uγ )
)
, ζγ,t
〉
+
〈
C∗C
y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)
t
, ζγ,t
〉
.
Using the assumptions (A1) and (A2) we have:
α‖ζγ,t‖2V 
∥∥∥∥Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ −Dy(uγ ,0)Φt
∥∥∥∥L(H)
∥∥ζ(uγ )∥∥V‖ζγ,t‖V
+ ‖C∗‖
∥∥∥∥C y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥V‖ζγ,t‖V .
Now, since y →DyΦ is local Lipschitz, there exists a positive constant Cγ such that∥∥∥∥Dy(uγ+tw,0)Φ −Dy(uγ ,0)Φt
∥∥∥∥L(H)  Cγ
∥∥∥∥y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥V ,
so that
α‖ζγ,t‖V  Lγ
∥∥∥∥y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥V
∥∥ζ(uγ )∥∥V
+ ‖C∗‖
∥∥∥∥C y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)t
∥∥∥∥V .
And we easily deduce the desired estimations (3.12) and (3.13).
Now, denote by ργ the solution to the problem:
Aργ = 1
γ
ββ∗
(
ξ(uγ )− ξ(0)
)
.
Then, thanks to the transposition process we obtain:
〈
S(uγ + tw)− S(uγ ,0)
t
,
1
γ
S(uγ )
〉
=
〈
ξ(uγ + tw)− ξ(uγ ,0)
t
,
1
γ
ββ∗
(
ξ(uγ )− ξ(0)
)〉
=
〈A∗ξ(uγ + tw)−A∗ξ(uγ ,0)
t
, ργ
〉
V ′,V
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=
〈
y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)
t
,C∗Cργ
〉
V ,V
.
Moreover, from the Proposition 1.3, we have:
lim
t→0
y(uγ + tw,0)− y(uγ ,0)
t
= ∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w).
Then
lim
t→0
J γa (uγ + tw)−J γa (uγ )
t
=
〈
∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w),C∗
(
Cy(uγ ,0)− zd
)+C∗Cργ 〉+ 〈Nuγ + uγ − u˜,w〉.
Finally, the adjoint state pγ is the solution to the problem:
A∗pγ = C∗
(
Cy(uγ ,0)− zd
)+C∗Cργ ,
and we have:〈
∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w),C∗
(
Cy(uγ ,0)− zd
)+C∗Cργ 〉= 〈A∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w),pγ
〉
= 〈B∗pγ ,w〉
so that,
lim
t→0
J γ (uγ + tw)−J γ (uγ )
t
= 〈B∗pγ +Nuγ + uγ − u˜,w〉 0, ∀w ∈ U .
Hence, 〈B∗pγ +Nuγ + uγ − u˜,w〉 = 0, and the low-regret control uγ is characterized
by the following relation:
B∗pγ +Nuγ = u˜− uγ . ✷
3.3. The singular optimality system (S.O.S.)
Before we derive the optimality system for the no-regret control, let us give some
remarks and results.
As in [7] let R be an operator defined as follows:
We solve first
Aρ = βg, g ∈G, ρ ∈ V,
then
A∗σ = C∗Cρ, σ ∈ V,
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and we set: Rg = B∗σ . We suppose that:
‖Rg‖Ĝ  c‖g‖G, c > 0, for any g ∈G, (3.14)
where Ĝ is the completion of G in F , containing the elementsRg.
Remark 3. The space Ĝ is in fact the completion of G for a subspace (H,‖ · ‖‖·‖) of F
which can be bigger than G. This will be precised in the applications below.
Remark 4. The hypothesis (3.14) is theoretically very useful, but is not necessary in
practice. We only need to make sure that the adjoint state pγ of Theorem 3.5 is bounded
in a suitable Hilbert space, which is the case in the applications given below.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that the hypothesis (3.14) holds. Then, there exists C > 0 (which
may not be the same at each time) such that
(i) ‖uγ ‖U  C,
(ii) ‖yγ ‖V  C,
(iii) ‖ργ ‖V  C,
(iv) ‖pγ ‖V  C,
(v) ‖ζγ ‖V  C.
Proof. (i) uγ solves the optimal problem infv∈U J γa (v), and we particularly have:
J γa (uγ ) J γa (0). (3.15)
That is, from the definition of J :
1
2
‖uγ − u˜‖2U +
∥∥Cy(uγ ,0)− zd∥∥2H +N‖uγ ‖2U  J (0,0).
Estimation (i) results.
(ii) We multiply (1γ ) by y(uγ ,0) to get:〈
Ay(uγ ,0), y(uγ ,0)
〉+ 〈Φ(y(uγ ,0)), y(uγ ,0)〉= 〈s, y(uγ ,0)〉+ 〈Buγ , y(uγ ,0)〉.
Now, as Φ(0)= 0. Then we can write:〈
Φ
(
y(uγ ,0)
)
, y(uγ ,0)
〉= 〈Φ(y(uγ ,0))−Φ(0), y(uγ ,0)− 0〉.
Using the mean value theorem, there exists θ ∈ ]0,1[ such that〈
Φ
(
y(uγ ,0)
)−Φ(0), y(uγ ,0)− 0〉= 〈(Dθy(uγ ,0)Φ)y(uγ ,0), y(uγ ,0)〉.
From (A2), we have:〈
Ay(uγ ,0), y(uγ ,0)
〉

∣∣〈s, y(uγ ,0)〉∣∣+ ∣∣〈Buγ , y(uγ ,0)〉∣∣.
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By (A1) there exists a positive constant α such that
α
∥∥y(uγ )∥∥2V  ‖s‖V ′∥∥y(uγ )∥∥V + ‖Buγ ‖V ′∥∥y(uγ )∥∥V .
From the previous remarks and after some simplifications, there is a constant C > 0 such
that ∥∥y(uγ )∥∥V  C2. (3.16)
(iii) We proceed as in [11]. We solve in order, the following two equations:
Aw = βg, g ∈ F, w ∈ V,
A∗σ = C∗(Cy(uγ ,0)− zd)+C∗Cw.
We denote by wγ and σγ the corresponding solutions.
Now, we put
g = gγ = 1
γ
ββ∗
(
ξ(uγ )− ξ(0)
)
.
Then, since the solutions of (3γ ) and (4γ ) are unique, we obtain wγ = ργ and σγ = pγ ;
(i) is established. Consequently, Eq. (5γ ) implies that there exits C > 0 such that
‖B∗pγ ‖U  C. Hence, from (3.14) we also have ‖Rgγ ‖  C, and then we conclude
that there exists C > 0 such that ‖gγ ‖V ′  C. Scalarizing (3γ ) by ργ , we obtain after
using (A1) and (A2) ‖ργ ‖V  C.
Analogously, the same arguments permit to show that ‖pγ ‖V  C and ‖ζγ ‖V ′  C. ✷
3.4. The no-regret control
In this subsection, we treat the passage to the limit on γ . We first have the proposition:
Proposition 3.7. The adapted low-regret optimal control uγ weakly converges in U to
the no-regret control u˜. Moreover, the associated state y(uγ ,0) weakly converges in V
to y(u˜,0), solution of the following problem:
Ay(u˜,0)+Φ(y(u˜,0))= s +Bu˜. (3.17)
Proof. From Proposition 3.6(ii), we can extract a subsequence (y(uγ )) converging weakly
to the element y(u˜,0) ∈ V (y is continuous). Now, since Φ ∈ C1(H ;H), Φ(y(uγ ,0))
weakly converges to Φ(y(u˜,0)).
The proof is complete if we show that the adapted low-regret control uγ converges to
the no-regret control u˜.
We first notice that:
J γa (uγ )J γa (u˜).
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And since u˜ ∈M it results:
J (uγ ,0)− J (0,0)+ 12‖uγ − u˜‖
2
U J γa (uγ ) J γa (u˜)
 J (u˜,0)− J (0,0) (3.18)
(indeed 〈S(u˜), g〉 = 0 for all g, implies that the supremum ‖S(u˜)‖ = 0).
From another side, from Proposition 3.6(i), uγ has a weak limit uˆ ∈ U .
Now, passing to the limit in (3.18), and since J is s.c.i. on U , we obtain:
J (uˆ,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
2
‖uˆ− u˜‖2U  J (u˜,0)− J (0,0). (3.19)
Moreover, observe that uˆ ∈M. So, with (3.15), we observe that
∥∥S(uγ )∥∥G √γ (√2‖u˜‖U + J (0,0)).
Then, from the definition of ‖S(uγ )‖G, it results that:
0
∣∣〈S(uγ ), g〉∣∣C√γ → 0 ∀g ∈G,
since v → S(v) is continuous strongly on U . Then
∣∣〈S(uγ ), g〉∣∣= 0 ∀g ∈G, (3.20)
and therefore uˆ ∈M.
Now, we come back to (3.19). Since u˜ solves (3.1), we can write:
J (u˜,0)− J (0,0)  J (uˆ,0)− J (0,0) J (uˆ,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
2
‖uˆ− u˜‖2U
 J (u˜,0)− J (0,0).
We deduce J (u˜,0)− J (0,0)= J (uˆ,0)− J (0,0) and consequently
J (uˆ,0)− J (0,0)+ 1
2
‖uˆ− u˜‖2U = J (uˆ,0)− J (0,0).
Finally, we get ‖uˆ − u˜‖U = 0, and then u˜ = uˆ. This achieves the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.7. ✷
We now can prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.8. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6, the no-regret control u˜ is
characterized by the singular optimality system:
(S.O.S)


Ay(u˜,0)+Φ(y(u˜,0))= s +Bu˜,
A∗ζ = C∗(Cy(u˜,0)− zd),
Aρ = λ,
A∗p = C∗(Cy(u˜,0)− zd)+C∗Cρ,
B∗p+Nu˜= 0.
Proof. The result of Proposition 3.6 allows us to extract a subsequence denoted again
{uγ }, ({y(uγ ,0)}, {ζγ }, {ργ } and {pγ }, respectively). The subsequence weakly converges
to a limit denoted u˜, (y(u˜,0)= y˜, ζ, ρ, p, respectively).
In the goal to obtain the system (S.O.S), let us observe first that
(Dy(uγ ,0)Φ)zγ ⇀ (Dy˜Φ)z, weakly in V ′, (3.21)
for {y(uγ ,0)}γ and {zγ }γ converging weakly to y˜ and z respectively. Indeed, let φ ∈ V,
we can write:
∣∣〈(Dy(uγ ,0)Φ)zγ − (Dy˜Φ)z,φ〉∣∣

∣∣〈(Dy(uγ ,0)Φ −Dy˜Φ)zγ ,φ〉V ′,V ∣∣+ ∣∣〈Dy˜Φ(zγ − z),φ〉V ′,V ∣∣

∣∣((Dy(uγ ,0)Φ −Dy˜Φ)zγ ,φ)H,H ∣∣+ ∣∣(Dy˜Φ(zγ − z),φ)H,H ∣∣. (3.22)
The compactness of the embeddingV ↪→H implies that the sequence {y(uγ ,0)}γ strongly
converges to y˜. And, since Φ ∈ C1(H ;H), we conclude that the sequence’s operators
{Dy(uγ ,0)Φ}γ strongly converge to Dy˜Φ in L(H ;H). Consequently,∣∣((Dy(uγ ,0)Φ −Dy˜Φ)(zγ ),φ)H ;H ∣∣  ‖Dy(uγ ,0)Φ −Dy˜Φ‖L(H ;H)‖zγ ‖H ‖φ‖H
 K‖Dy(uγ ,0)Φ −Dy˜Φ‖L(H ;H)‖φ‖H .
Here K is a positive constant such that ‖zγ ‖H K .
We deduce from above that the first term in the right-hand side of (3.22) tends to zero
when γ → 0. The second term also tends to zero because of the C1(H ;H) regularity of Φ
and the compactness of the application V ↪→H .
Note that {(Dy˜Φ)(zγ − z)}γ strongly converges to zero when γ → 0. So, (3.21) is
obvious, and by passing to the limit on γ in (S.O.S)γ the system (S.O.S) yields. ✷
4. Application
In this section, we follow the study of the no-regret control problem to the Exam-
ple (2.1), (2.2).
We adapt to this specifical case, the results obtained in Section 3 (Part II).
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In order, Theorem 3.5 becomes:
Theorem 4.1. The adapted low-regret control uγ for the problem (2.1), (2.2) is character-
ized by the unique solution {y(uγ ,0), ζγ , ργ ,pγ } of the optimality system:
(1γ )


Ay(uγ ,0)+ f
(
y(uγ ,0)
)= uγ in Ω,
∂y
∂ν
(uγ ,0)= 0 on ∂Ω,
(2γ )


A∗ζγ = 0 in Ω,
∂ζγ
∂ν
(uγ )= y(uγ ,0)− zd on ∂Ω,
(3γ )


A∗ργ = 0 in Ω,
∂ργ
∂ν
(uγ )= 1
γ
(ζγ − ζ0) on ∂Ω,
(4γ )


A∗pγ = 0 in Ω,
∂pγ
∂ν
=−(y(uγ ,0)− zd + ργ ) on ∂Ω,
(5γ ) pγ +Nuγ = u˜− uγ .
Proof. From the boundless of the cost function, (3.3) becomes:
(2γ )


A∗ζγ = 0 in Ω,
∂ζγ
∂ν
(v)= yγ − zd on ∂Ω.
(4.1)
Similarly to (3.5), we get S(uγ ) = 2(ξ(uγ ) − ξ(0)). Consequently, denoting by ργ the
unique solution of the problem:
(3γ )


A∗ργ = 0 in Ω,
∂ργ
∂ν
(v)= 1
γ
(ζγ − ζ0) on ∂Ω,
we have:
〈
S(uγ + tw)− S(uγ ,0)
t
,
1
γ
S(uγ )
〉
=
〈
ξ(uγ + tw)− ξ(uγ ,0)
t
,
1
γ
(
ξ(uγ )− ξ(0)
)〉
=
〈
y(uγ + tw)− y(uγ ,0)
t
, ργ
〉
.
Applying the Euler–Lagrange method, we obtain:
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lim
t→0
J γ (uγ + tw)−J γ (uγ )
t
=
〈
∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w), y(uγ ,0)− zd + ργ
〉
+ 〈Nuγ ,w〉 + 〈uγ − u˜,w〉. (4.2)
Then we define by pγ the unique solution to the problem:
(4γ )


A∗pγ = 0 in Ω,
∂pγ
∂ν
=−(y(uγ ,0)− zd + ργ ) on ∂Ω.
We have 〈
∂y
∂v
(uγ ,0)(w), y(uγ ,0)− zd + ργ
〉
= 〈w,pγ 〉.
Passing to the limit on t → 0 in (4.2) the optimality condition ensures
(5γ ) 〈pγ +Nuγ + uγ − u˜,w〉 = 0, ∀w ∈ U . ✷ (4.3)
4.1. Passage to the limit
Theorem 4.2. Assume that f ∈ C1(Ω) and is such that tf (t) 0 for every t ∈R. Then the
adapted low-regret control uγ converges weakly in L2(Ω) to the no-regret control u˜.
Moreover, the associated state y(uγ ,0) tends weakly to y˜ = y(u˜,0), as γ → 0, and we
have:
(1)


Ay(u˜,0)+ f (y(u˜,0))= u˜ in Ω,
∂y
∂ν
(u˜,0)= 0 on ∂Ω.
To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3. Assume f ∈ C1(R). Then, the application V→ L2(Ω), y → f (y) is weakly
continuous.
Proof. Let {yγ } be a sequence converging weakly to y ∈ V . Let x be a fixed vector in Rn.
Thanks to the mean value theorem, we can write:
f
(
yγ (x)
)− f (y(x))= (yγ (x)− y(x))f ′(y(x)+ θ(yγ (x)− y(x))).
Let φ ∈L2(Ω), we have:∫
Ω
[
f
(
yγ (x)
)− f (y(x))]φ dx = ∫
Ω
(
yγ (x)− y(x)
)
f ′
(
yγ (x)
)
φ dx.
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Let us show that the sequence {(yγ − y)f ′}γ tends to 0 when γ → 0:
Since {yγ } weakly converges to y in V, the compactness of the embedding H 1(Ω) ↪→
L2(Ω) implies that a subsequence denoted again {yγ } strongly converges to y ∈ L2(Ω).
Then, we proceed like in the proof of Lemma 2.2. The assertion of Lemma 4.3 is
complete. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As for the proof of Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, it is easy to verify
that there exists C > 0 such that
‖uγ ‖L2(Ω)  C.
Then there is a subsequence that we still note {uγ }γ which weakly converges to u˜. The
sequence {y(uγ ,0)}γ converges (up to a subsequence) to y(u˜,0) in Y by Theorem 2.1.
Hence, by Lemma 4.3, f (y(uγ ,0)) weakly converges to f (y(u˜,0)) in L2(Ω).
Passing to the weak limit in (1γ ), we obtain:
Ay˜ + f (y˜)= u˜ in Ω. (4.4)
Moreover, multiplying (4.4) by ϕ ∈ C∞(Ω) such that ∂ϕ/∂ν = 0, and integrating, we get
thanks to the Green’s formula:
−〈y˜,A∗ϕ〉 +
∫
Ω
u˜ϕ dx −
∫
Ω
f (y˜)ϕ dx =
∫
Γ
∂y˜
∂ν
ϕ.
So, as y˜ is the weak limit of the sequence {y(uγ ,0)}γ (denoted {yγ }γ ) we can write:
lim
γ→0
[
−〈yγ ,A∗ϕ〉 +
∫
Ω
u˜ϕ dx −
∫
Ω
f (yγ )ϕ dx
]
=
∫
Γ
∂y˜
∂ν
ϕ dσ.
Using again the Green formula, we have:
lim
γ→0
[∫
Γ
∂yγ
∂ν
ϕ dσ − 〈Ayγ ,ϕ〉 −
∫
Ω
f (yγ )ϕ dx +
∫
Ω
uϕ dx
]
=
∫
Γ
∂y˜
∂ν
ϕ dσ.
And thanks to (1γ ), we finally obtain:
∫
Γ
∂y˜
∂ν
ϕ dσ = 0,
hence ∂y˜/∂ν = 0 on ∂Γ.
Passing to the limit on γ in (1γ ), we then have (1). ✷
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Corollary 4.4. The no-regret control u˜ for the problem (2.1), (2.2) is characterized by the
unique solution {y(u˜,0), ζ, ρ,p} of the optimality system:
(1)


Ay
(
u˜,0
)+ f (y(u˜,0))= u˜ in Ω,
∂y
∂ν
(u˜,0)= 0 on ∂Ω,
(2)


A∗ζ = 0 in Ω,
∂ζ
∂ν
(u˜)= y(u˜,0)− zd on ∂Ω,
(3)


A∗ρ = 0 in Ω,
∂ρ
∂ν
(u˜)= 1
γ
(ζ − ζ0) on ∂Ω,
(4)


A∗p = 0 in Ω,
∂p
∂ν
=−(y(u˜,0)− zd + ρ) on ∂Ω,
(5) p+Nu˜= 0.
Proof. The optimality conditions (2), (3), (4) and then (5) can be easily checked from
the above: We follow the lines of the proof in Theorem 3.8 (without any supplementary
hypothesis in this case). ✷
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